
To describe strong interactions we 

introduce a SU(3) colour ootet of gauge 

superfields, i.e. an octet of vector gluons 

and an octet of Majorana splnor gluons. Matter 

superfields associated with quarks exist in 

three colors; they describe spinor quarks, 

together with scalar quarks, which are heavy.

The effect of spinorial gluons is to couple 

spinor quarks to heavy scalar quarks. Standard 

strong interactions are due to exchanges of 

vector gluons between spinor quarks. Despite 

the presence of scalar quarks, strong interac

tions are asymptotically free.

In oonclusion this model, shows how cruoial 

problems arising in supersymmetrlc theories can 

be solved.It suggests the possible existence of 

spin 1/2-gluons and heavy spin O-quarks,besides 

spin I-gluons and spin 1/2-quarks. There is a 

new class of leptons with its own quantum 

number; it Includes charged ones,and a "photonic 

neutrino" X  j-
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In order to investigate the infra-red 

behaviour of non-Abellan gauge theories, we 

have oalculated the leading logarithms in the 

bremsstrahlung of two soft gluons by a coloured 

quark scattered in an external colourless 

potential. The result Is that Born approxima

tion is multiplied by a factor
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Here Cj = chromodynamic ooupling oonstant,

Д  = maximum energy of soft gluons, 

quark Caslmir operator,

C v = gluon Caslmir operator,
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momentum transfer
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where if-=. cj,г ( + 4  ) 1 , and in = quark

mass.

The last term in (I) is the non-Abellan 

correotion to the familiar Q E D  exponential. 

Its simplicity is due largely to the calcula

tion of diagrams containing exactly one 

Yang-Mills vertex ( see Kinoehita, this 

conference).

In the calculation we used dimensional 

infra-red regularization, and we renormalized 

by subtracting UV divergences at an off-shell 

point.

We are tempted to speculate what might 

be the complete expression of which (I) is the 

first few terms. A simple possibility is

.Соя’1'

F= expj-CFm<oU4* f^ ] (2)
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where ^  ) la the effective coupling eons -

tant

f ( t y - f l J - 2b C ^ i 4  *■'j <”
for the pure Yang-4Jills theory.

If the Integral I 3 Is divergent,J - irt
(2) may hare a singularity at ^ = 0, ln 

contrast to ф Е 2 >  • This would Ъе a crucial 

difference Ъвtween Q  С  _D and .

Note added after the Conference

Our result (at least for the virtual diag

rams) was given prior to us, see J.M.Cornwall’ 

Confinement and Infra-red properties of Yang- 

Mills Theory' (tTCU/76/ГЕР/Ю) and also uT.M.Corn- 

wall and G.Tiktopoulos "infra-red properties of 

Non-АЪеЦап Gauge Theories" (UCLA/76/TEP/2).
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1. Introduction

The present section was initially supposed 

to include all the reports concerning gauge 

fields. It happened, however, that most of the 

theoretical contributions to this conference 

satisfy this requirement. This fact can be inter

preted as follows:

Gauge Field Theory = Modern Quantum Field 
Theory

I want to use this comment to apologize for the 

fact that I shall not Ъе able to discuss here 

many interesting Investigations. A great part of 

roy report will be devoted to the problems which 

I think to be most actual. These are-, first of 

all, the problems concerning the explanation of 

the observed mass spectrum and possible generali

zations of gauge theories (supersymmetric gauge 

theories).

As the theory of gauge fields was discussed 

in detail *i two previous conference I shall 

give only a short historical review.

The theory of gauge fields began with the 

classical paper by Yang and Mills where the 

principle of gauge invariance, taken from electro

dynamics, was generalized to the case of nonabe- 

llan group. The role of gauge invariance as a 

dynamical principle defining the Interaction of 

elementary particles was emphasized by Sakural 

. A short time later Weinberg and Salam 

/4/ proposed gauge Invariant unified models of 

weak and electromagnetic interactions and the 

possibility of using spontaneous symetry breaking

for the creation of the gauge field masses was

, * i /5,6/ conjectured ' .

However, all these ideas could not find

their practical application until the problem

of quantization and renormalization of gauge

field theory was solved. The solution of this

problem encountered serious difficulties and

possible ways to overcome them were for the first
/7 /time outlined by Feynman ' ' .


